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4 Chapter 1: Welcome!

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

New App Features
Use your app to create a night-time schedule, so you only hear your G6 alarm/alerts, 
not every email or text notification your phone gets.

Sensor Applicator
Inserting a sensor has never been easier! The redesigned sensor applicator lets you 
insert a sensor quickly and easily.

Streamlined Transmitter Holder and Transmitter
The redesigned transmitter and its holder have a lower profile. In addition, after your 
sensor session is over, you can easily break open the transmitter holder to remove 
the transmitter.

Support for Smart Watches and New Optional Receiver
You have options for how you view your information. You can use the app, the new 
receiver with a touchscreen, Apple Watch, and Android Wear.
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6 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

Warnings
• Read User Materials

Before you use your G6, carefully read the materials included with it. If you do 
not, you might:

• Not use the G6 correctly

• Not understand G6 information

• Affect how well it works

• Do Not Ignore Low/High Symptoms

Do not ignore how you feel. If your glucose alerts and G6 readings do not match 
what you are feeling, use your blood glucose meter (meter) to make diabetes 
treatment decisions or, if needed, seek immediate medical attention. 

When in doubt, get your meter out.

• No Number, No Arrow, No CGM Treatment Decision

If your G6 does not show a number or arrow, or your G6 readings do not match 
your symptoms, use your meter to make diabetes treatment decisions. 

No number, no arrow, no treatment decision. When in doubt, get your meter out.

• Do Not Use If…

Do not use the G6 if you are pregnant, on dialysis, or critically ill. It is not known 
how different conditions or medications common to these populations may affect 
performance of the system. G6 readings may be inaccurate in these populations.

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 

Precaution
• Avoid Sunscreen and Insect Repellent

Some skin care products, such as sunscreens and insect repellents, can make 
the plastic used in your G6 crack. Before using your G6, make sure there are no 
cracks in your receiver, transmitter, and transmitter holder. If you find a crack, 
please contact your local Dexcom representative. Do not allow these skin care 
products to contact your G6. After using skin care products, wash your hands 
before touching your G6. If any skin care products get on your G6, immediately 
wipe with a clean cloth.
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8 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

• Use Fingertips

Use fingertips to calibrate from your BG meter. Blood from other places may be 
less accurate and not as timely.

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 

Precautions
• Be Accurate, Be Quick.

Enter the exact BG value displayed on your meter within five minutes of using 
your meter. Do not enter the G6 reading as a calibration. 

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 

System/Hardware/Software Safety Statements

Warnings
• Sensor Wire Breaks Off

Do not ignore broken or detached sensor wires. A sensor wire could 
remain under your skin. If this happens, please contact your local Dexcom 
representative.

If a sensor wire breaks off under your skin and you cannot see it, do not try to 
remove it. Contact your Healthcare Professional. Also seek professional medical 
help if you have symptoms of infection or inflammation – redness, swelling, or 
pain – at the insertion site.

• Where to Insert: Belly or Buttocks?

All patients can use their bellies. Patients 2 to 17 years old can also choose their 
upper buttocks. Look for a place on your belly or upper buttocks where you have 
some padding. 

The sensor is not tested or approved for other sites. Talk to your Healthcare 
Professional about the best site for you.
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10 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements
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Clean your insertion site with alcohol wipes to prevent infections. Do not insert 
the sensor until your skin is dry. If your insertion site is not clean and completely 
dry, you run the risk of infection or the transmitter holder not sticking well.

Make sure you do not have insect repellent, sunscreen, perfume, or lotion on 
your skin.

• Where to Insert: Things to Check

Keep the safety guard on until you put the G6 applicator against your skin. If you 
remove the safety guard first, you may hurt yourself by accidentally pushing the 
button that inserts the sensor before you mean to. 

Change your insertion site with each sensor. Using the same site too often might 
not allow the skin to heal, causing scarring or skin irritation.

Sensor placement is important. Choose a site:

• At least 8 cm from insulin pump infusion set or injection site

• Away from waistband, scarring, tattoos, irritation, and bones

• Unlikely to be bumped, pushed, or laid on while sleeping 

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 

Transmitter Safety Statements

Warnings
• Inspect 

Do not use a damaged or cracked transmitter. A damaged transmitter could 
cause injuries from electrical shocks and may make the G6 not work correctly.

• Use as Directed

The transmitter is small and may pose a choking hazard. Do not put it in your 
mouth or let children hold it without adult supervision. 

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 
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12 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements
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Receiver and Smart Device Safety Statements

Precautions
• Keep Transmitter Close to Display Device

Keep your transmitter and display device within 6 meters with no obstacles 
(like walls or metal) between them. Otherwise, they might not be able to 
communicate. If water is between your transmitter and the display device  for 
example, if you are showering or swimming – keep them closer to each other. 
The range is reduced because Bluetooth® does not work as well through water.

• Get Alarm/Alerts on Display Device You Use

To get your alarm/alerts, set them on the display device you use. Your receiver 
will not get the alarm/alerts you set on your app. Likewise, your app will not get 
the alarm/alerts you set on your receiver. 

• Is It On?

If the receiver or smart device is turned off (shut down), it will not show G6 
readings or alarm/alerts. Make sure your display device is turned on.

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 

Smart Device Safety Statements

Warnings
• Check Settings

When using your smart device, you should confirm that your volume is turned 
up, your phone is not muted, and you do not have headphones plugged in.  If 
your volume is not turned up, the device is muted, or headphones are plugged 
in, you will not hear the sound of any notifications, including important alarms. 
When you have headphones connected to your Android®, alarm/alerts will sound 
through the headphones and the speaker. On your Apple®, they will sound only in 
the headphones.

Some notifications are silent during the first visual and vibrate notification and 
then make a sound on the second notification. If you do not clear the alert, it 
repeats at half volume after 5 minutes and at full volume after 10 minutes. 
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14 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

• Notifications:

• Make sure your smart device settings allow Dexcom app notifications to 
show on your lock screen. This will allow you to see notifications without 
unlocking your phone. 

• Apple: During G6 setup, enable Dexcom app notifications or you will not 
get alarm/alerts.

• Battery: The app must always be running in the background and may drain 
your smart device battery. Keep the battery charged.

• Compatibility: Before upgrading your smart device or its operating system, 
check dexcom.com/compatibility. Automatic updates of the app or your 
device operating system can change settings or shut down the app. Always 
update manually and verify correct device settings afterward. 

• Time: Let the date and time on your smart device automatically update when 
you travel across time zones or switch between standard and daylight-saving 
times. Do not manually change your smart device time, because it can make 
the time on the trend screen wrong and the app may stop displaying data.

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 

Precautions
• Check Accessory Devices 

Do you use headphones with your smart device? What about Bluetooth speakers 
or a smart watch? When using accessories, keep in mind you may get your 
alarm/alerts on only one device or accessory, not all. After connecting any 
accessory devices, make sure that your smart device settings allow you to 
continue receiving alarms or alerts.

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. rel
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16 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements
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Dexcom Share Safety Statements

Important User Information
Dexcom Share (Share) lets you send your sensor information from your app to your 
Followers’ smart devices! Read the indications, warnings, and precautions below to 
find out how you can safely use this app feature.

Share and Managing Your Diabetes Safety 
Statements

Indications for Use
• Keep Followers Informed

Use Share to send your sensor information from your smart device to your 
Followers’ smart devices. 

• Use as Secondary Notice 

The information on your smart device is sent directly from your G6 transmitter. 
After it is on your device, Share sends it to your Followers. So your Followers’ 
information is always older than yours. Use your current information to manage 
your diabetes, not your Followers’ possibly outdated information. 

Your Followers can use the information they get to reach out to you and support 
you in managing your diabetes. The information they get is not meant to be used 
for treatment decisions, analysis, or teaching. Followers cannot change your 
information. 

Warnings
• Use Your G6 to Make Treatment Decisions

Do not use Share information for treatment decisions, like treating for a low or 
dosing for a high. Use the sensor information on your G6 instead. 

• Take Healthcare Professional Advice

Has your Healthcare Professional given you self-monitoring tasks? Keep doing 
them. Having Followers does not replace them.

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 
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18 Chapter 2:  Safety Statements

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

• Sharing gaps: Followers will not get your sensor information when their smart 
device is off, not connected to the Internet, or in Do Not Disturb or Airplane 
mode. When the Followers fix those issues, they will start getting the current 
information but they will not get the information they missed

• Cell carrier supports simultaneous voice and data: Most cell service carriers 
support using voice and data at the same time. Check yours and have 
Followers check theirs. If it is not supported, Share will not work during 
phone calls. Share will restart when the call is over and send any waiting 
notifications

• Customize Share So Followers Can Support You

• Customize Share to make sure your Followers have the information they need 
to help you manage your diabetes

• Delay feature: Your Follower will not get notified until after the delay time you 
set 

• Not Share feature: You can stop sharing with a Follower any time by choosing 
Not Share. That Follower will stop getting any of your sensor information until 
you choose to Share again

Follow G6 instructions. If you do not, you could have a severe low or high glucose 
event. 
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48 Appendix A: Troubleshooting

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

Appendix A: Troubleshooting
This appendix has brief instructions for the most common questions. They are listed 
in alphabetical order, as shown below:

A.1 Accuracy – G6 Readings Do Not Match Blood Glucose Meter Value

A.2 Accuracy – G6 Readings Do Not Match Symptoms

A.3 Adhesive Patch

A.4 Calibrate Your G6

A.5 Cannot Hear Alarm/Alerts

A.6 Common Alerts

• Calibration and Recalibration Prompts

• No Readings Alert

• Signal Loss Alert

• Transmitter Alert

• Transmitter Battery Low and Last Session Alerts

• Transmitter Not Found Alert

A.7 End Sensor Session Early

A.8 Gap in Graph

A.9 Recharge Receiver

A.10 Start Sensor Session Without Sensor Code

A.11 Water and the G6

For full troubleshooting information, see the frequently asked questions section on 
the Dexcom website (dexcom.com), or contact your local Dexcom representative.rel
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68 Appendix B: Extend Your App

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

• You will not get alarm/alerts or G6 readings on your watch unless it is connected 
to your smart device.

Make sure you understand how you get notifications when a watch is connected.

• You must wear the watch to see alerts and feel their vibrations. 

• In your smart device settings, make sure notifications are sent to both your 
smart device and watch. 

• Do not disable or block notifications from the app.

Waking up your watch updates your CGM data from your smart device. There may 
be a brief delay before your watch app shows current information.

Go to dexcom.com/compatibility to make sure your watch works with your G6.

Apple Watch Setup (iPhone)

To install the app, use the Watch app on your iPhone. 

See your watch instructions for details about installing apps.

Android Wear Setup

Using the Dexcom G6 watch face, check your G6 information. See your watch 
instructions for details. 
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72 Appendix D: Taking Care of Your G6

Dexcom G6® System • Using Your G6

Transmitter
• Keep protected when not in use

• Store at temperatures between 0°C and 45°C

• Store between 10% and 95% relative humidity

Receiver
• Keep protected when not in use

• Fully charge the battery before storing for over 3 months

• Store at temperatures between 0°C and 40°C

• Store between 10% and 95% relative humidity

D.3 System Disposal
Different places have different requirements for disposing of electronics (receiver 
and transmitter) and parts that have come in contact with blood or other bodily fluids 
(sensor). Follow your area’s local waste management requirements.
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76 Appendix F: Warranty
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Appendix F: Warranty
Sometimes stuff happens. Dexcom has you covered!

This appendix covers our warranty information outlining what we cover and for how 
long. 

F.1 Dexcom Receiver Limited Warranty

What Is Covered and for How Long?
Dexcom, Inc. (“Dexcom”) provides a limited warranty to the original Purchaser (“you” 
or “Purchaser”) that the Dexcom receiver (the “receiver”) is free from defects in 
material and workmanship under normal use (“Limited Warranty”) for the period 
commencing on the date of shipment by the original purchaser and expiring one (1) 
year thereafter.

Note: If you received this receiver as a replacement for an in-warranty receiver, 
the Limited Warranty for the replacement receiver shall continue for the remaining 
Warranty Period on the original receiver, but the replacement is not subject to any 
other warranty.

What Is Not Covered?
This Limited Warranty is based on Purchaser properly using the continuous glucose 
monitoring system in accordance with the documentation provided by Dexcom. 
You are not permitted to use the continuous glucose monitoring system otherwise. 
Misusing the continuous glucose monitoring system, improperly accessing it or the 
information it processes and transmits, “jailbreaking” or “rooting” your continuous 
glucose monitoring system or cell phone, and taking other unauthorized actions may 
put you at risk, cause the continuous glucose monitoring system to malfunction, are 
not permitted, and void your Limited Warranty.

This Limited Warranty does not cover:

• Defects or damage resulting from accident, misuse, abuse, neglect, unusual 
physical, electrical or electromechanical stress, modification of any part of the 
product, or cosmetic damage.

• Equipment with the SN number removed or made illegible.
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78 Appendix F: Warranty
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the sale, use, misuse, or inability to use, any Dexcom G6 or any feature or service 
provided by Dexcom for use with the Dexcom G6.

These limits on Dexcom’s warranty and liability obligations apply even if Dexcom, 
or its agent, has been advised of such damages and notwithstanding any failure 
of essential purpose of this Limited Warranty and the limited remedy provided by 
Dexcom.

This Limited Warranty is only provided to the original Purchaser and cannot be 
transferred to anyone else, and it states Purchaser’s exclusive remedy.

If any portion of this Limited Warranty is illegal or unenforceable by reason of any 
law, such partial illegality or enforceability shall not affect the enforceability of the 
remainder of this Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty will be enforced to the 
maximum extent permitted by law.

F.2 Dexcom Transmitter Limited Warranty 

What Is Covered and for How Long?
Dexcom, Inc. (“Dexcom”) provides a limited warranty to the original Purchaser (“you” 
or “Purchaser”) that the Dexcom G6 transmitter (the “transmitter”) is free from 
defects in material and workmanship under normal use (“Limited Warranty”) for the 
period commencing on the date of shipment by the original Purchaser and expiring 
three (3) months thereafter.

Note: If you received this transmitter as a replacement for an in-warranty 
transmitter, the Limited Warranty for the replacement transmitter shall continue for 
the remaining Warranty Period on the original transmitter, but the replacement is not 
subject to any other warranty.

What Is Not Covered?
This Limited Warranty is based on Purchaser properly using the continuous glucose 
monitoring system in a timely manner and in accordance with the documentation 
provided by Dexcom. You are not permitted to use the continuous glucose monitoring 
system otherwise. Misusing the continuous glucose monitoring system, improperly 
accessing it or the information it processes and transmits, “jailbreaking” or 
“rooting” your continuous glucose monitoring system or cell phone, and taking other 
unauthorized actions may put you at risk, cause the continuous glucose monitoring 
system to malfunction, are not permitted, and void your Limited Warranty.
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Dexcom expressly excludes and disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, 
including without limitation any warranty of merchantability, fitness for a particular 
purpose, or non-infringement, except to the extent prohibited by applicable law.

Dexcom shall not be liable for any special, incidental, consequential, or indirect 
damages, however caused, and on any theory of liability, arising in any way out of 
the sale, use, misuse, or inability to use, any Dexcom G6 or any feature or service 
provided by Dexcom for use with the Dexcom G6.

These limits on Dexcom’s warranty and liability obligations apply even if Dexcom, 
or its agent, has been advised of such damages and notwithstanding any failure 
of essential purpose of this Limited Warranty and the limited remedy provided by 
Dexcom.

This Limited Warranty is only provided to the original Purchaser and cannot be 
transferred to anyone else, and it states Purchaser’s exclusive remedy.

If any portion of this Limited Warranty is illegal or unenforceable by reason of any 
law, such partial illegality or enforceability shall not affect the enforceability of the 
remainder of this Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty will be enforced to the 
maximum extent permitted by law.
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94 Appendix I:  Glossary
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H.5 Follow Up with Patient
For patients using the app, at any time during the sensor session, you can go to 
clarity.dexcom.eu to see their glucose data. For patients using the receiver, that 
information is available after they return the receiver and you upload the data (see 
clarity.dexcom.eu). CLARITY identifies trends, patterns, and presents statistics. You 
can review this information with the patient to give them insights about how to better 
manage their diabetes.

At the end of the session, remove the G6 from the patient. See Chapter 6 Ending 
Your Sensor Session for more information. 

H.6 Next Steps 
Your patient may want to have their own G6. It is available for personal use. Direct 
them to your local Dexcom representative for more information. 

You are ready to use the G6 on another patient and introduce them to the benefits of 
the G6. 
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